178	Tiles
for moulding into tiles for 75. ; the actual making and
burning x of the tiles was paid for at 145. the kiln, and
an extra I2d. were given as gratuities to the tilers.
Next year the output was considerably reduced, because
in one tilery ' the upper course of the kilns (cursus furni)
did not bake the tiles fully, nor will it bake them until
extensive repairs are done ', and in the other tilery only
four kilns were prepared, and one of these had to be
left unburnt until the next year, owing to the lack of
workmen. It was possibly for the defective kiln just
mentioned that a * new vault' was made in 1373 at
a cost of 6s. 8d.—with a further 8d. for obtaining loam
(limd) for the work. Two years later repairs were done
to the buildings of a tilery, which had been blown down
by the wind. But the chief blow was struck to the
industry here by the increasing difficulty of obtaining
workmen. The work may have been unhealthy, for it
is noteworthy that the Ringmer potters were on more
than one occasion wiped out by pestilence : 2 the effects
of the Black Death in 1350 on the Wye tilers are not
recorded, but in 1366, as a result apparently of the
second pestilence, two small tileries, one of three roods
and the other of i£ acres, which had been leased for
jd. and 14^. respectively, lost their tenants, and in 1375
mention is made of the scarcity of workmen, * who died
in the pestilence at the time of tile making '. In 1377
always mentioned after the clay had been carried to the kilns, it
may have been the rolling of the clay to the right thickness for
cutting tiles from : possibly it was usual to tread or trample the
clay to the right consistency.
' * The words used for burning, or baking, the tiles are eleare and
aneleare, both connected with our word ' anneal',
2 V. C. H. Sussex, ii. 251.

